
Design/Installation
Guide

see design/installation & repair videos at 
www.seating-innovations.com

www.youtube.com/user/SeatingInnovations
call or text 801-785-3363



SAMPLE CABINET LAYOUTS:

Standard frames placed 
in dead space

27" Min
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24" Min
(28" preferred)(27" preferred)

CABINET DESIGN:

To conceal the cantilever frame requires 3 1/2 
to 4" of dead space between the cabinet box 
and finish panel.  The cantilever frames can 
also be placed in the dead space between 
angled cabinet boxes.  The dead space is 
not required when the cantilever is exposed 
in front of the finish panel.  Exposing the 
frame works well on retrofit applications.

Make sure the end panel is extended to 
cover the dead space wall and meet the 
finish panel.

The counter/table top should also be ex-
tended to provide 15" overhang if possible.

Please call us at 801-785-3363 or email your layouts to support@seating-innovations.com for assistance with cantile-
ver frame placement and/or cabinet design.

Installation is straight forward.  Minor considerations are required as noted below (end panel, countertop overhang 
and chair spacing).  The chairs are mounted to steel systems that are freestanding and mounted directly to the floor.  
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12-18" Overhang
(15" Preferred)

Scale 1/2"=1'

Finish Panel

Dead Space
(3 1/2 to 4")

Cabinet Box

Double System

Footrest

Extended
End Panel

  YOUR DESIGN
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32"

15" Overhang Preferred
(Adjustable from 12-16")

28" Spacing Preferred
(25" minimum per chair) 33" minimum34" minimum
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Inverted frames placed in natu-
ral dead space between cabinet 

boxes

Retrofit frames placed on 
the outside of the finish 

panel

Drawings and measurements not to scale

  YOUR SEATING SYSTEM

BAR SEATING FRAME DIMENSIONS:

Side View

Standard

34 1/4"

3"

18"

40 1/4"

11"

34 1/2"

Inverted 3"

18"
1/2"

11"

28 1/2"

40 1/2"

(Custom Heights Available)

Drawings are not to scale

7"

14"

40 1/4" 34 1/4"

Retrofit

Adjusts from 10 to 12” 
countertop overhang

3”

56” preferred



Note: Head assemblies can be adjusted to accommodate straight, 22.5 or 45 degree and radius countertops.

Double Head
Assembly

Top View

13"

13 1/4"

18 1/4"

Single Head
Assembly
(Left Shown)

18"

12"

Plate Base

18"

18"

Standard Base
7"
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Oblong

8 Seat - 44"x78"

Oval

6 Seat - 48"x60" Octagon

8 Seat - 60"x60"

Round

4 Seat - 44" dia.
6 Seat - 55" dia.
8 Seat - 60" dia.

Hexagon

6 Seat - 51"x51"

BUILT-IN DESK DIMENSIONS:

TABLE DIMENSIONS:

12"

2 1/2"

Side View

Note: When the desk has a pencil drawer, the
suspension arm is shortened from 12” to 8”

1/2"

28"

11"

    26.5”

Mounting 
Brackets

2"

Top View

L-frame

Note:  When the desk has a pencil drawer, the 
suspension arm is shortened from 12" to 8 or 9"

Desk Head Assembly
(right shown)

6"

13 3/16"

18 3/16"

34 5/16"

28 5/16"
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B C

D E

Top View
5/8"

washer

3 1/2 to 4"
dead space

Finish end 
panel

Standard Double
Frame

Inverted Double
Frame

2 x 4" or 
particle board

48" min.

Note:  The base of the cantilever frame can be 
used as a double or a single frame.  Convert 
the frame to a single frame by sliding the cross 
bar right or left to position the cross bar under 
the chair and secure the set screws (see arrows 
below).
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CANTILEVER FRAME PLACEMENT:
(Installation time estimate - 10 minutes)

  BAR SEATING INSTALLATION

Position the cabinet box and secure 
to floor.  Place the cantilever frame 
against cabinet and space according 
to design specifications.  

Put the 5/8" washers under the car-
riage bolt heads on the frame to provide 
added contact surface area.

IMPORTANT: Make sure the set screws on the cantilever base are 
as tight as possible to avoid future instability.

Drawings not to scale

Level the cantilever frames using the 5 carriage bolts.  
To simplify leveling, use carriage bolts A, B and C 
(above) to level.  Once level, lower carriage bolts D 
and E to the floor.  Tighten the carriage nut on each 
carriage bolt.  The cantilever frame can be raised up 
approximately 1" to position the frame up with the 
cabinet top. (Caution: Make sure there is enough 
clearance between the top of the cantilever frame 
and the bottom of the countertop to insert the 
head assembly into the frame.)

LEVELING:
(Installation time estimate - 15 minutes)

IMPORTANT: Make sure the frame is raised to match the 
top of the cabinet box.  (If countertop has a bull-nose 
edge - lower frame the length of the bull-nose edge to 
allow enough clearance to insert the head assembly).

Front ViewSide View

Cantilever Frame
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FOOTREST CONSTRUCTION:
(Installation time estimate - 45 minutes)

The footrest is built on-site by the installer and covers the base of the cantilever frame.  Once completed, the footrest 
can be covered by the flooring contractor in hardwood, carpet, tile or vinyl.

SECURING TO FLOOR:
(Installation time estimate - 10 minutes)

Side View

Lag Screws

Floor

Ca
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t

To secure the cantilever frames to the floor, drill pilot holes 
and use the 3 1/2" lag screws to anchor the frame at the 4 
points to the floor.  For concrete, drill holes for anchors and 
fasten the frame to the floor.

Side View
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Finish Panel

Footrest

Footrest 
Cleat

6"

6"

6"

15"

Optional step or footrail 
with 42" frame system

Cabinet

Finish Panel

Dead Space

Footrest
Support

Footrest Cleat

Top View

Inverted Frame Installation: To install inverted frames, 
place the frame according to design specifications.  
Mark the cabinet box and notch to accomodate the 
inverted frame.  Mark the position of the lag screw 
holes on the floor.

WARNING:  Re-enforce the floor at the lag screw 
locations to prevent anchor slippage or release.  
Construction adhesive should also be used be-
tween floor and plate (Inverted frames place high 
leverage forces on the lag screws).  Shim the in-
verted frame if leveling adjustment is necessary.  
Lag the inverted frame to the floor.    Construct 
the 4" dead space.  Position the finish panel and 
install the head assembly and chair.

Concrete Wedge Anchor Installation: (1) Always wear 
safety glasses; (2) Use only solid carbide-tipped bits meet-
ing ANSI B212.15-1994 (3/8" drill bit for 3/8" anchor); (3) 
Drill hole perpendicular to the work surface--do not ream 
the hole or allow drill to wobble; (4) Drill the hole as deep as 
the full length of the anchor but not two anchor diameters 
from the bottom; (5) Clean the hole using compressed air; 
(6) Assemble the washer and nut on the anchor so the nut is 
recessed slightly below the head of the anchor; (7) Tap the 
anchor through the fixture and into the hole making sure the 
nut and washer rests solidly against the fixture; (8) Tighten 
the nut with a torque wrench to the proper torque range (25-
30 ft. lbs for 3/8" anchor); (9) If spinning occurs, pull up on 
the anchor using the claw end of a hammer and then torque.

Concrete Titen HD® Anchor Installation: (1) Always wear 
safety glasses; (2) Use only solid carbide-tipped bits meeting 
ANSI B212.15-1994 (3/8" drill bit for 3/8" anchor); (3) Drill a 
hole in the base material to the specified embedment depth 
plus 1/4" to allow the thread tapping dust to settle, and blow 
it clean using compressed air (Alternatively, drill the hole 
deep enough to accommodate embedment depth and the 
dust from drilling and tapping). (4) Insert the anchor through 
the frame and into the hole. (5) Tighten the anchor into the 
base material until the hex-washer head contacts the frame.

Caution:  Use a Titen HD® screw anchor one time only — 
installing the anchor multiple times may result in excessive 
thread wear and reduce load capacity.  Do not use impact 
wrenches to install into hollow CMU.  Oversized holes in base 
material will reduce or eliminate the mechanical interlock of 
the threads with the base material and reduce the anchor’s 
load capacity.

Titen HD® Anchors
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FINISH PANEL:
(Installation time estimate - 30 minutes)

Notch the finish panel according to the place-
ment of the cantilever frames.  The finish panel 
may need to be reinforced with a particle board 
sub panel for added strength.

Important:  Make sure the notch in the finish panel 
provides 1/4" clearance (minimum 3 1/4" by 3 1/4")
around the cantilever frame to avoid contact if the 
floor/frame flexes during use.

Front View

Center the chair on the seat plate and screw 
the chair onto the seat plate.  Offsetting the 
chair a maximum of 1" from center may be 
acceptable in accomodating chair spacing 
problems.

HEAD ASSEMBLY AND CHAIR PLACEMENT:
(Installation time estimate - 20 minutes)

Slide the head assembly into the cantilever frame.  Take care 
to not scratch the paint when the head assembly is placed 
into the cantilever.  Place the head assembly cover 1/2" under 
the counter top edge.  

First, tighten the corner set screws to position the head 
assembly.  Next, tighten the side and bottom set screws to 
secure the head assembly.

Side View

Set Screws
Cover

Cantilever
Head

Assembly
1/2"

12” min. countertop 
overhang

C
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Lower collar

Set Screws

  ARM & SEAT ALIGNMENT

SUSPENSION ARM ALIGNMENT:
(Adjustment time estimate - 15 minutes)

In general, the suspension arm is positioned so the center of 
the seat plate is directly aligned with the edge of the countertop.  
The suspension arm can be positioned away from the counter-
top to provide added room for adults.  The suspension arm can 
be positioned inward to provide more room to pass if the chair 
protrudes into a walkway.

The resting position of the suspension arm is preset at the fac-
tory for straight bars.

Note:  Check the full range of motion and clearance of 
the chair to avoid colliding with other chair.

Note:  Place downward pressure on the chair while re-
positioning the suspension arm.  The spring in the sus-
pension arm will cause the arm to rise (pushing the lower 
collar down the arm) and will create added play or it may 
bind the mechanism.

To re-align the suspension arm, flex the cover 
outward and down to remove the cover.

Locate the lower collar and loosen the 4 set screws.  Once 
the lower collar is loosened, the suspension arm can be ro-
tated to the desired position and the set screws re-tightened.

Note:  Positioning the suspension arm inward 
may negate the effect of the seat plate stop 
that prevents the chair from colliding into the 
countertop.

Cover

Right Suspension Arm

24"

Countertop

Center of
seat plate
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SEAT PLATE ALIGNMENT:
(Adjustment time estimate - 15 minutes)

The chair can be re-aligned by adjusting the seat plate 
rather than unscrewing the chair and re-positioning it on 
the seat plate.  Loosen the 2 set screws on the seat plate 
collar.  Rotate the chair/seat plate to the desired position 
and re-tighten the set screws.

Note:  To tighten a right seat plate, turn clockwise 
when looking down at the chair.  A left seat plate is 
tightened by turning counter-clockwise.

The suspension arm and the seat plate are spring-loaded 
to return the chair to its resting position when not in use.  
If the chair does not return itself, the spring may need 
tightening.

Note:  To tighten a right suspension arm, turn counter-
clockwise.  A left suspension arm is tightened by 
turning clockwise.

Note:  Check the movement of the chair to make 
sure it does not collide with the countertop.

To tighten the spring in the suspension arm, loosen the 
set screws on the cantilever.  Slide the head assembly 
back to clear the countertop.  Take a pair of vise grips 
and grab the center of the torsion key.  Carefully pull up 
on the spring-loaded torsion key and tighten 1/4 turn.

Slide the head assembly back into the cantilever frame 
and tighten the set screws.  The suspension arm should 
now return to its resting position when pulled back. 

To tighten the seat plate spring, take a pair of vise grips and 
grab the torsion key located under the seat plate.  Carefully 
pull down on the spring-loaded torsion key and tighten 1/4 
turn.  The seat plate should now return to its resting position.

RETURN SPRING ADJUSTMENT:
(Adjustment time estimate - 15 minutes)

Chair Top
Countertop

Right Seat Plate

Set Screw

Seat Plate
Collar

Suspension
Arm Torsion 

Key

Seat Plate 
Torsion Key

Head Assembly Cantilever

Set Screws
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DESK FRAME PLACEMENT:
(Installation time estimate - 20 minutes)

Locate and mark the wall studs under 
the desk countertop. Place the mounting 
brackets up against the bottom of the 
desktop and anchor to the wall with the 
2" lag screws. 

Place the head assembly and L-frame back into the mounting brackets.  
Slide the 5/8" shaft through the head assembly placing a collar on the 
shaft between the head assembly and the washer-collar mount.  Push the 
shaft into the cabinet wall.  Secure the collars against the head assembly.

Tighten the set screws on the head assembly as tight as possible.

Center the chair on the seat plate and screw the chair onto the seat plate.

HEAD ASSEMBLY PLACEMENT:
(Installation time estimate - 40 minutes)

Measure the distance from inside the 
mounting bracket to the countertop face.  
Carefully slide the desk head assembly 
onto the L-frame the measured distance 
(less 1/2" overhang) and tighten the head 
assembly corner set screws.  Place the 
head assembly and L-frame into the 
mounting brackets.  Hold the head as-
sembly level and mark the shaft hole on 
the cabinet.  

Remove the head assembly and L-frame 
and drill 5/8" hole on the cabinet at least 
1/2" deep.  Position the washer-collar over 
the 5/8" hole and anchor it to the cabinet 
with the #8 screws.

  DESK INSTALLATION

Desk Front View

Mounting Brackets

Set Screws

Note:  If a second stud cannot be located, rotate the mounting bracket to the cabinet box.

Wall

Head-Assembly

L-Frame

Desk Top ViewSet-Screws

Cabinet
Box

Shaft

1/2"

1 1/4"

Washer-collar
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  FOOT RAIL

Measure the sides of the bar where you will install the foot 
rail.  Make sure to include the dimensions that brackets 
and fittings may add or subtract from the overall length 
of the tubing.  To calculate the spacing and number of 
brackets, place a bracket 6 inches from tube end then 
space them every 3 feet or one bracket per chairt.

Mark the tube for the appropriate length for cutting.  Keep 
in mind that the splicing joints should be concealed within 
a bracket.  If the tubing is wrapped in a layer of plastic 
film, leave the film in place as long as possible to protect 
the metal finish.

Loosely assemble the foot rail by sliding the tubing through 
the brackets without adding the set screws.  Mark the 
location of the brackets.  

Note:  The bracket requires a solid backing of at least 
3/4 of an inch.

Designing Foot Rail:
(Design time estimate - 10 minutes)

Foot Rail Layout:
(Layout time estimate - 15 minutes)

Foot Rail Installation:
(Installation time estimate - 20 minutes)

Once you are satisfied with the "loose fit" assembly, begin 
to attach the brackets to the wall on the first straight section.  
If a corner occurs, first attach the elbow to the installed foot 
rail and then proceed to the next section of footrail.  Use the 
setscrews to attach the tubing to the elbow.  The tubing will 
also be attached to the brackets with setscrews.

To secure the finials or end caps, apply a bead of  Loctite® 
or similar epoxy around the interior surface of one part and 
press and rotate it into its mate.

Once installation is complete, remove the protective film if 
present.

Note:  When a wall flange is used, slide the flange onto the 
tube before securing the section of foot rail to the bar.  A flange 
may replace a support bracket if mounted to a solid backing.

2 1/2 ft

5 3/4 ft

ft

5 3/4 ft

2' 6"

5' 9"



© 2021 Seating Innovations, LLC; Patent #5,352,014, #5,683,065, #5,647,636 (all rights reserved)

www.seating-innovations.com

Seating Innovations’ Warranty Disclaimer – Limited Warranty

Seating Innovations warrants: Original Purchaser (“Purchaser”), that as the manufacturer of all its suspended 
seating products (“Products”) to be free from defects in material and workmanship (excluding chairs supplied by 
other vendors) for a period of 10 years (5 years for commercial use) and warranty of mechanical components for 
a period of 5 years (3 years for commercial use), under normal use and service for personal, family and house-
hold purposes, following the date of purchase and delivery to the “Purchaser”. This warranty does not cover 
wood or metal finishes.

This warranty, regardless of product, does not cover damages which result from neglect, accident, intentional 
misuse or acts of nature, normal wear and tear, exposure to extreme temperature or humidity, immersion in wa-
ter, rust, fading or color variations of vinyl or artwork over time, scratches, minor variations in size, unauthor-
ized repair, alteration, abuse or misuse of Product.

The obligation of Seating Innovations under this warranty is limited, at the option of Seating Innovations to 
repair or replacement of Product with one of equal or similar type and quality, if, to the satisfaction of Seating 
Innovations the Products as manufactured proves defective under normal use and service.

Repairs or replacements under this warranty will be made by Seating Innovations or anyone Seating Innova-
tions, in its sole direction authorizes, at no charge to the Original Purchaser. If return to the factory is neces-
sary, packing and shipping costs to the factory will be charged to the Purchaser. Return shipping shall be freight 
prepaid to the dealer making the recommendation. All costs for delivery from the Purchaser to the dealer and 
for any delivery to the purchaser from the dealer shall be paid by the Purchaser.

THE WARRANTY REMEDY TO REPAIR OR REPLACE A PRODUCT IS IN LIEU OF ALL RIGHTS TO THE 
PURCHASER OR USER OF THE PRODUCT DUE TO PRODUCT FAILURE OR NONPERFORMANCE. 
THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS. 
MANUFACTURER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE SUPPLY OF OR USE OF ANY PRODUCTS, EVEN IF IT HAS BEEN 
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. MANUFACTURER’S LIABILITY FOR ANY CAUSE 
WHATSOEVER IS LIMITED TO THE TOTAL PRICE PAID TO MANUFACTURER. NO ACTION SHALL BE 
BROUGHT MORE THAN SIX MONTHS AFTER THE CAUSE OF ACTION HAS ARISEN. IN NO EVENT 
SHALL THE TIME PERIOD OF ANY MANUFACTURER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IM-
PLIED, EXCEED THE TIME PERIODS SPECIFIED ABOVE.

THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS AND THERE MAY BE OTHER RIGHTS 
WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE.


